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About Writing!!!!
Between the Covers of a NON-FICTION book: http://blog.bookbaby.com/2013/11/between-the-
covers-of-your-nonfiction-book/!!
Plus - Stop all pompous language and phrases � : http://bookcoaching.com/wp/non-fiction-2
book-writing-solutions/!!
Remember: !
[200*1>8*200=1600>1600*6=9600words]!!
Paragraph: One paragraph contains one topic.!
http://www.whitesmoke.com/how-to-write-a-paragraph!!
In this email are SAMPLE ARTICLES. Two things about these sample articles: one, they 
give you a sense of the voice(one-person, many-voices), and two, you can copy the the 
paras and adapt them for your purpose. !!
Re ADAPT: First copy (steal lines, such as opening 5 words, or closing sentence) and and 
paste to your file. Then change the words so they work for you. Stand back and Admire. If 
you like it, you can put a ring on it.!
Re QUOTE: Copy paras from these texts and use them as “quotes” to say what you want 
to say. !!
I have re-named the articles so you see the kind of outlet where each article was 
published. You can also see a writer ageing - in the way the style changes from a racy 
(Hunter Thompson/ Jack Kerouac inspired style) to ruminative ‘looking back’ in the 2013 
conference paper.!!
One kind of publication can easily become another kind of publication!!
The 1992 Japan article became hot (popular) when Published in the Mainichi Daily news in 
Tokyo. The ANA in-Flight Magazine then re-printed it (and paid me for it).!
The 2000 book chapter began life as a Magazine article in Design Monthly, Korea - a 
design magazine in Korea. With no modifications it became a book chapter 5 years later in 
an RMIT press book.!!
How long does it take to write a piece?!
The Journal Article took 8 months, not full time, of writing and rewriting. The "mud ball" 
came late - maybe draft 11. In this kind of article, when I get a sense that the subject is 
very heavy (sacred is one of the heaviest topics you can tackle) I start to dial back the 
sentence complexity. This article has some delightfully simple phrasing - "This earth which 
we have imposed a campaign of sustainability upon is not really compassionate enough to 
listen and modulate its behaviour. But we can certainly try and propitiate it with our rituals 
and sacrifices.” I personified the earth - made it into a person. And then I said you can try 
to bribe it with a bit of baksheesh. That felt good then, and still feels good when I read it. !!
The first draft (draft 0) of the Conference Paper was written one morning. In one sitting. 
Whoosh. We arrived at Draft 5 a few months later.!!!
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The Five Paragraph Essay!!!
Take a look at these videos and become super awesome at writing 1000 word essays in 
45 minutes. Its called the 5 paragraph essay.!
How to Write an Effective Essay: The Introduction!
The Five Paragraph Essay!
The Five-Paragraph Essay: Three Formulas for Writing the Basic Academic Essay!
5 paragraph essay!!
Now take a look at these PREZI’s!
http://prezi.com/dt6wkfl5fdmz/5-paragraph-essay/!
http://prezi.com/3uvudpog1qcn/writing-the-5-paragraph-essay/!
http://prezi.com/0tznomxz_zqe/the-five-paragraph-essay/!!!
!
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Voice!!
Below are two links that talk about voice - the spoken and the written.!!
http://grammar.about.com/od/advicefromthepros/a/The-Writer-S-Voice.htm!
http://terribleminds.com/ramble/2012/01/10/25-things-writers-should-know-about-finding-
their-voice/!
(Some text from the above link - That being said, bad writing is bad writing. Any 
stylistic hangnails should be minor and made with full awareness of why they 
need to exist: don’t write like a shit-heel and call it part of your writer’s voice. 
Crap writing is indefensible. Try to pull that one over on a seasoned editor 
and they will stab you in the gonads with a red pen. And you will have 
deserved it.) !!!
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Name and Title!!!
So you want a title for your project?!
I have been suggesting that you first name your project. (would you have liked to have 
grown up to be an adult without a name. Projects that have names develop personalities.)!!
(EXERCISE: On Monday in my tute group I asked everyone to come up with three names. 
Then they chose one of the names and spoke it out. Suffice to say Malevolent still won 
out. We then did the name-place-animal-thing exercise. Each person then had 7 names on 
the paper in front of them. I then left it to them to choose the one they preferred. I can 
report back next Monday on whether people went “utilitarian" or “evocative" with their 
names.)!!
You too can arrive at a draft zero of 4 names.  Make a list like this and put a word each 
against name, place, animal and thing.!
1. Name: eg. Celica (toyota), Touareg, !
2. Place: eg. Kathmandu, Colorado, Patagonia!
3. Animal: eg. Shark[Richard’s Helmet today], Eagle, Fox (Foxtel), Magpies (of course - my 
team), Dolphin, Barracuda, Sidewinder, Cobra, Stallion, Bull Dog!
4. Thing: eg. Apple, Tangerine, Cobalt (niche), Catalyst, Crumpler, Bridgestone, Rose 
Garden (great mince chicken with green beans)!!
(There is a world out there - https://au.answers.yahoo.com/question/index?
qid=20091010165016AA7lk8p)!!
From the above exercise - choose a name. !!
Once you have a name: Minerva   (Was a car model name - but is also http://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Minerva)!!
Then you can describe the project: A project to develop design strategies to get 
teenage boys to read!!
So you have a project title:!
Minerva: A project to develop design strategies to get teenage boys to read!!
This is one way to get to draft-0 on the topic of making a title for your project. To paraphrase G Marx - ‘if 
you don’t like this way of arriving at the name-title combo, I have other ways’. !!
While you are about it, go to the library and pull out Kerouac “on the road” and give it a read.!!
“the only people for me are the mad ones, the ones who are mad to live, mad 
to talk, mad to be saved, desirous of everything at the same time, the ones 
who never yawn or say a commonplace thing, but burn, burn, burn like 
fabulous yellow roman candles exploding like spiders across the stars.”  
― Jack Kerouac, On the Road !!
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PROJECT TITLE: I will talk about the Naming of Design Projects. A very clever student of 
ours named his project the Avatar - just before the movie was released. The project went 
viral on the internet(search Audi Avatar). And this was before his final crit in November. 
Wouldn’t you like to cleverly name your project so it garners truckloads (or should I say 
many olympic size swimming pools) of eyeballs. (If you want to become famous on the 
strength of your project name - take a look at this http://blog.codinghorror.com/whats-in-a-
project-name/ & http://www.wikihow.com/Name-a-Project)!!!
Of COURSE:!
You do know that we are going to go over every things we have done in the past two 
sessions don’t you? So we will revise the three Ps from a new angle. Then for good 
measure we will do the Three As.  !!
Remember: [200*1>8*200=1600>1600*6=9600words]!!
Useful Project to compare your work to: http://campaignprojects.wordpress.com/
2013/03/28/this-toaster-is-actually-a-dead-person/!!!!!
!
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Table of Contents!!
Simple Breakdown of TOC - Formula for Soumitri’s students. If you are not doing your project with 
me - check with your tutor.!!
1. Acknowledgements!
2. Preface (Optional): Sometimes books contain a letter or brief or a section from the industry 

partner. !
3. List of Images: Make a list of all images you will use in your book. Design books ahem to have 

slots of images. All images should be your own. Or they should list ‘source’. !
4. List of Figures/ Tables: Make a list of mind maps/ diagrams and tables.!
5. Introduction: This is a 2000 word Chapter. See the components of the Introduction Chapter 

further down. !
6. Reflection (Position): This is a 1500 word 20 page PULLOUT piece. If you make this you will 

be able to attach this to your CV/Resume and send it to prospective employers. Here it serves 
as a conventional “approach” chapter. This chapter can be used to get your “foot in the door” of 
design firms. A former student used it to get invited for coffee at Smart Design.!

7. Research: This is a 2000 word Chapter. This chapter can be used to get your “foot in the door” 
of research firms.!

8. Design and Development: This is a 2000 word Chapter. This chapter can be used to get your 
“foot in the door” of corporate design studios (Philips).!

9. Conclusion: This is a 1500 word 20 page PULLOUT piece. If you make this you will be able to 
attach this to your CV/Resume and send it to prospective employers. Here it serves as a 
conventional “conclusion” chapter. A well done conclusion (is a hologram) can accompany a 
CV to ‘cold call’ a design agency.!

10. Bibliography: You can list books/ articles/ sites which you used and referred to in your book. 
You can also add material that influenced you, you think is important, but you did not mention in 
your text. How many - 20-30 is often a minimum. I often look at the Bibliography first to 
understand the ‘field of work’ of the project.!

11. Appendix: This section contains a copy of your ‘questionnaire’ - if you used one. Plus any 
other material that does not fit into the book but will add to the account in your book. 
Sometimes people make this appendix into a separate book - vol 2 - in which case you get the 
freedom to as a ‘folio’ section to that.!

!!!
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Abstract!!
ABSTRACT: I will read out abstracts from a book. I will show you websites chock full of 
industrial design abstracts. I will share with you a formula - a HOW TO - of writing 
abstracts. (if you are someone who is able to prepare for class (yes?) take a look at 
this: http://users.ece.cmu.edu/~koopman/essays/abstract.html)!!!!
!
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Introduction!!
Parts of a Typical Introduction - here is a formula!!
1. Need/ Problem or Idea - 250 words!
2. Discussion of #1 Need/ Problem or Your Idea, and the area in which your project is situated 

(1000 words - 5 paras)!
3. Optional Section 1: This is how you can do a REFLECTION section!

1. Explain projects/ assignments undertaken in your years in the course!
1. Discuss skills!
2. Discuss strategies!

2. Reflect upon your unique ways of working and your inclinations towards particular ways of 
working and particular topics for your projects!

4. Optional Section 2: This is how you can do a METHOD section!
1. Project Design!

1. How I will do/ did my research (500 words - 2 paras)!
2. How I will undertake my Design and Development in the project (500 words - 2 paras)!

2. Approach to the project!
3. Method !

5. Optional Section 3: This is how you can do a LITERATURE REVIEW section!
1. Published Literature reviewed: Journal Articles and Books!
2. Internet research - projects and technologies reviewed!
3. Other textual material you looked at for your project!

6. Chapter Descriptions - 250 words for each chapter/ a paragraph describing each chapter.!!!!!!!!
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Position!!
This is covered also in Introduction as: This is how you can do a REFLECTION section!

1. Explain projects/ assignments undertaken in your years in the course!
1. Discuss skills!
2. Discuss strategies!

2. Reflect upon your unique ways of working and your inclinations towards particular ways of 
working and particular topics for your projects!!!!!
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Bibliography!!
Endnote!!
I promised (probably mentioned as in - hey go look it up) to send you (15) info on how to never 
enter data into endnote - but to just import pre-existing data from ProQuest and UIC (University of 
Illinois Chicago - they have a decent library fro design). !!
Here is a video to get you started: Searching the NUS Libraries catalogue in EndNote.!!
But before you start on that exquisitely boring video. Here is something to use to change the way 
you think: !
Festival of Dangerous Ideas 2013: Satyajit Das - The Australian Dream is Over!!
(my alternative missive to the incredibly useless Gary Turk Video - https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=llZ5514puNY)!!
SAMPLE here:!
1. Whiting, M., & Varadarajan, S. (2009). Early Exploration of Cloud Computing for Design Practice and 

Education. Paper presented at the IASDR, Seoul, South Korea.!
2. Varadarajan, S., Fennessy, L., & McLean, H. (2009). Product and service design for patient centered 

diabetes care. Australiasian Medical Journal. !
3. Varadarajan, S. (2009). Service design for India: The thinking behind the design of a local curriculum. 

Re-Public: Reimaging Democracy. !
4. Varadarajan, S. (2009). Theory of the Social Object. ASIA DESIGN JOURNAL 2009: Creative 

Convergence. !
5. Varadarajan, S. (2009). The NGINGO Project: Using a Closed Loop Ecosystem as a Provocation to 

Visualize Scalable Sustainable Communities. Paper presented at the AASA Conference 2009 
Sustainable Theory/ Theorizing Sutainability Wellington, NZ. !

6. Stephen, T., & Varadarajan, S. (2009). Taking on Australian Industrial Design Education: Current 
Practice and Future Directions Paper presented at the International Conference on Engineering and 
Product Design Education, University of Brighton, UK. !

7. Fennessy, L., Varadarajan, S., & Curlis, S. (2009). Trans-national Experiences: India and China in 
Australian Industrial Design Education. Paper presented at the CUMULUS, Melbourne, Australia.!

8. Elston, B., Beckett, P., & Varadarajan, S. (2009). On the Design of  BGL Management System. Paper 
presented at the 2009 International Symposium on Bioelectronics and Bioinformatics (ISBB2009), 
Melbourne. http://isbb2009.wmah.org/!!

!!!!
!
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Appendix 1: Class Handout!!
4th Year Writing!
The Structure!
Typically each of these is a 1500 word essay/ account and goes into making a thesis document 
that is 7500 - 10,000 words.!!
Defining the Practice!
Re Practice: I have been getting students to undertake a swot analysis as a way to reflect upon the 
past projects that they would have undertaken over 3 years. They work to develop an account of 
what kinds of projects they have done, and learn to identify their inclinations and the ecosystems of 
knowledge they gravitate towards. Typically they develop a 1500 word, 20 page account of their 
design work. Read alongside the resume of the designer this account give a very good account of 
‘practice’. !!
Tutorial Task!!
Positioning!
Re Positioning: I give a lecture that begins by starting that every design project performance 
involves taking a position. Such as designing an expensive artefact for consumption by the wealthy 
- is a statement of positioning of practice.!!
Theoretically I delineate three positions - the provocative, the participative and the propositional. !
1. The first is where design serves as a vehicle for the designers’ anger or criticism - a mode of 

practice very well fleshed out in the art world. !
2. The second has been the fashion of the past decade and involves seeking out the user group 

to ask them to express they preferences or to participate in constructing design outcomes. This 
approach is used by governments and by many in the sustainability movement. This approach 
is extensively used by big business for a variety of reasons - but suffice to say that this is one 
of the principles of best practice in design development within R&D establishments of big 
companies.!

3. The propositional captures the designer’s position where the project or the future implicit is 
proposed. Its not investigated, verified or predicted. The nation of proposition allows for the 
aesthetic to be reintroduced into design discourse.!!

Tutorial Task!

!
Writing about Research in Design!
Research and the immersion in a design project is designed. Within studios and within 
development organisations the research activity can be focussed upon specific outcomes. 
Research in 4th year is often used to find out a bit more about a problem (1), or to set up the 
manufacturing/ making plan (2) or to research what is going on in design in a particular space (3). 
Research is also used to make up ones mind about what is worth doing - this is when the topic of 
the project may or may not be defined - but the outcome is yet to be defined.!!
Tutorial Task!

!
!
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Giving an account of the Design and Development process of 
the Project!
The act of designing involves disparate activities and so a vary large amount of data/ evidence 
about the project: conversations, field visits, photography, drawing, mind mapping, modelling, 
sketching, renderings, images from the internet, digital outcomes (image boards, photoshop and 
illustrator developments), CAD, digital models, mockups and prototypes.!!
How is this to be captured so that a useful and viable account of the project is given. What to keep 
out - and how to tell the story so that a lot of evidence can be used? become viable questions.!!
Tutorial Task!

!
Describing Design Outcomes!
Once a project is completed The project has to be described from the outside - what is the project, 
why was it worth doing/ alternately what was the problem and how was the project set up to solve 
the problem. This is then followed with a quick narrative of the journey. The meatier component of 
the narrative is to give an account - as in a journal piece about a new discovery - of the 
significance of the impact the design will have - and then the actual product-service. !!!
Tutorial Task!!!!!!
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Appendix 2 - Papers!!!!
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